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MEMORANDUM FOR: James M. Taylor, Executive' Director
L for Operations

FROM: [/ m 1 J. Chilk,. Secretary

SUBJECT: NRC REVIEW OF INPO REPORTS

In a April 2, 1990 letter, the Congressional Subcommittee on
General Oversight and. Investigations expressed a concern to
Chairman Carr that certain INPO reports which appeared to show-
safety deficiencies at Seabrook Nuclear Station were not reviewed -

prior to.the' Commission granting a_ full power license.

The response to the-Subcommittee explained in details of the
NRC's handling of INPO reports regarding Seabrook and stated that
the NRC' staff did not find it.necessary to review every INPO '$

document because existing requirements provided adequate
assurance that the NRC would be informed in a timely manner if
INPO had identified any significant violation or safety
deficiency.

The Commission recogreizes-that licensees are required to report
significant violations or. safety deficiencies-identified in INPO
reports ~tc the-NRC. However, the Commission has agreed that-it:

-would be-prudent (so .as to avoid : future debates on this issue) tot

ensure that the-staff:actually-reads all INPO evaluation reports
|_ that are made available to us-at the time.that they'are issued.
' Accordingly, you should establish a policy to this effect and

promptly_ communicate it_to the resident inspectors. This action
should require no-more than an-instruction from NRR to the

. resident: inspectors. I
_

cc: Chairman Carr
: Commissioner Roberts

; commissioner Rogers '

i' Commissioner Curtiss
| ' Commissioner Remick
L OGC
'
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INSFECTION PROCEDURE 71707

i

1

OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION
m

PROGRAM APPLICABILITY: 2515, 2525,

1

71707-01 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

01.01 Ensure that the facility.is being operated safely and in conformance
with license and regulatory requirements.

1

01.02 Ensure that the licensee's management control system is effectively
4

j due.harging its responsibilities for continued safe operation.

01.03 Complete the requirements of this inspection procedure to the max -1

imum extent possible, by direct observation of activities and equipment!
tours of the facility, interviews and discussions with licensee persone,el,,; indep9ndent verification of safety system status and limiting condilionf.-

for operatiui (LCO), corrective actions, and review of facility records.

j 71707-02 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

02.01 Daily inspection items. Conduct selective examinations of the fol -,

_ lowing items, on a day to-day basis, with a goal of sampling all areas each
!. week.
L

a. Control Room Observations:,.

1. Verify that proper control room staffing is maintained, access
to the control room is properly controlled and operator behav-
ior is comensurate. with the plant ~ configuration and plant
activities in progress and wits on-going control room opera.
tions. To this end observe the attentiveness of the operators

4

trolroom_gouttheIrassigned
i in carryin duties and ensure that the con-

is free of distractions, such'as. radios and non-work-
.

related reading materials..

2. Verify .that operators .are --adhering to approved procedures,
| :- including Emergency Operating Procedures, for any ongoing n-

tivity. Procedures should be of the correct revision, ce
should be obviously useful. i.e.',-legible, complete etc.-

.

|
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3. Verify that the licensee is operating the plant in a normal
plant systems configuration as required by the Technical Spect

,

ifications(TS); and when abnormal conditions exist, that the ',

'

licensee is complying with the appropriate TS _LCO action ,

statements. Emphasis should be given to engineered safety
safety features (ESF) and ESF electrical alignment. In addi.
+ ion, confirm that selected valves are positioned appropri.
u tly for service.

4 Appt-opriate to their safety significance, observe instrumente.
tion and recorder traces for abnormalities, including differ.'

ences between channels monitoring the same parameter to detect
inoperable channels.

,

1

5. Verify the status of selected control room annunciators and
ensure that the control room operators understand the reasons
why annunciators are lit, in addition, if an off normal condi.
tion or false annunciation signal exists, the inspector should
ensure that appropriate actions have been initiated to return
the situation to norral. The inspector should verify that the

; corrective action has been initiated and completed in a timely
manner.

6. Examine panels containing nuclear instruments and other reactor
;

protection system elements to determine that required channels
are operable.

7. Review visible portions of stack and other radiation monitor
recorder traces and follow up on any indication of an apparent
' uncontrolled release.

B. Verify, by examining the panel indications, that required on.
site and --offsite emergency power sources are available for
automatic operation.

'

9. Review the frequency and duration of visits to the control room i

and other parts of the plant by the Plant Manager, Operations,

Supervisor, Maintenance Supervisor, and other licensee managers
and observe the effectiveness of their influence during-these
visits on the activities being performed by plant personnel.

10. Observe t..e operability of the safety parameter display system-
(SPDS) and other display systems.

b. Review control _ room, shif t supervisor and tagout log books, operat.
ing orders, and plant trouble reports to obtain information concern.
ing operating trends and activities and to note any out.of service

: safety system. Visually inspect tags on the control panels to de.
,

termine their age, whether they are consistent with the tagout log,
and-how they impact the operators. Review the licensee's jumper /
bypass log to verify that there are no conflicts with Technical
Specifications (TS) l and, if required, that safety evaluations have
been- performed), that the licensee is actively pursuing correction'

to conditions requiring jumpers-and that jumpers / bypasses have been
installed and removed properly. Apparent anomalies may require 101
lowup_to-ensure that adequate safety practices are followed and
that -appropriate corrective actions are completed. Verify that
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.,

where the use of jumpers or lifted leads results in ineperability of.
,

safety systems, that clear, unambiguous indication of the inoper-
able status of all affected systems is provided in the control room,

for as long as the inoperable condition exists. For guidance on
this subject, see IP 37828,

c. The inspector should selectively review the ECCS system lineups,
using the control room indication, to verify water supply and heat
sink availability, as well as the the operability of valves, pumps,
control and inoication instrumentation, and the status of other com-
ponents. The inspector should also look for indications that the
system lineup does not meet the TS requirements for the current
plant operating mode.

d. The inspector should observe available control room instrumentation
to verify prhary and secondary centainment integrity; including the
positions of isolation valves, airlock doors, and the operability
of isolation dampers. Also, as part of the verification of second-
ary containment integrity, verify the operability of the standby gas
treatment system, where installed.

e. Confirm that the required leek rate calculations have been performed
to quantify identified and unidentified leakage, and that the leak
rates are within the TS limits,

f. Verify that the reactor mode switch, where installed, is in the
appropriate position for current plant conditions and that key con-
trols, if any, are in effect.

g. Look for indications that the TS safety limits for the current plant
conoition are not exceeded. Examples include reactor thermal power,
reactor coolant system pressure, reactor heat-up or cool-down rates,
and reactor vessel or pressurizer water level. From the plant pro-
cess computer paintout, review the power distribution limits such as
minimum critical power ratio, linear heat generation rate, etc.

h. Audit the performence of daily surveillances required by the TS or
licensee procedures, and determine whether their results comply with
requirements. Examples include control rod exercises, jet pump
flow, instrument chanhel checks, and boron concentration or shutdown
margin determinations,

i. Audit operability of seismic, meteorological, or fire detection
indications, as well as plant specific monitoring systems such as
for chlorine gas,

j. Review, in a pWR, secondary water activity analysis and radiation
monitor alarm status to confirm steam generator tube integrity.

I k. Verify plant chemistry to be within the TS and procedural limits.

1 Verify through direct observation of associated activities, review
of surveillances, and tag-out records the operability of the reactor
protection system, including operability of sensors providing
inputs, calibration, and required number of channels. (Note: At
certain facilities this verification may be too lengthy to perform
in its entirety M ch day.)

71707 -3- Issue Date: 08/01/90
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4

m. Verify, in a 0WR, correct positioning of scram discharge volume vent *

C7 drain vahe$, nad that the volume is empty..
-

,
,

I n. Verify availability of ac and de electrical sources, including dit-
I sei generators, as required by the TS for the plant's current condi-

.

d tion.
; .

c. Yerify that the control rod pattern and withdrawal or insertion seo.,

i vence is that specified by the reactor engineer or other responsible-

authority, that rod position indication is available, and that any
automatic control systems designed to protect the reactor or ensure
sequence compliance are operable as appropriate for the current4

plant condition,

p. During refueling operations or core alterations periodically verify
: appropriate mode switch position (where equipped), minimum source

range nuclear instrumentation
and refueling area,, required communications between con-all control rods are inserted excepttrol room

as permitted by the T$ for maintenance or te$ ting, minimum reactor
vessel and spent fuel pool water level, acministrative controls to
maintain accurate fuel bundle placement inventory, and status of,

'

shutdown cooling $ystems as required.

02.02 Weekly Inspection items,

i

: 8. Confirm using pRA information, if available, the operability of a'
selected [$F train by performing the following:

4

1. Verify that each accessible valve (manual or power operated)
in the main system flow path is in ite ccrrect position by
either vif. uni observation of the valve by flow indication; or
by stem, local or remote position indication.

2. Verify that power supplies and breakers including control
room fuses (if visible), are aligned for c,omponents that must
activate on receiving an initiation signal.

J 3. Verify that power has been removed from those ESF motor.
4 operated valves identified in the T$ or safety analysis report

as requiring deenergitation for the configuration the plant is
! 'in.

a. Visually inspect the major components for leakage, proper

lubrication, cooling water supplyY their functional require.and any general condition
that might prevent fulfillment o
ments.

5. Verify that the instrumentation and support systems essen-
tial to system actuation or performance (interlocks, equipnent
protective trips, air / cooling systemsetc.)areoperationalby
observing instrumentation indication or proper valve lineup,
if' accessible.

6. Selectively perform the following in the event of a short dur-
ation outage:-

.|;

,
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*

(a) Visually ins 9ect ESF eomponeats that are normally inasses.
4 sible.-

.

,

(b) Verify the correct position of normally inaccessible.

!. valves in the various ESF systems before the end of the
| outage.

(c) Verify ESF valve alignment |or the plants current condi.
tion.

! b. Tour portions of tt.e accessible plant area, including exterior
i areas, each day such that the entire plant is toured each week. The

inspector should independently assess, using PRA information to
focus on high risk items if available, the safety conditions and

; adequacy of plant equipment, raciological controls, and security.
The following items should be observed or verified, on a sampling
basis, during the tour:,

1. General plant / equipment ceniitions, including operability of
standby equipment (items sc * t as correct pcsitioning of suction
or discharge valves, leaks, etc.).

2. plant areas (including cabinet interiors) for fire hazards.
Examine fire alarms, extinguishing equipment, emergency
lighting, actuating controls, fire fighting equipment, fire <

: barriers, and emergency squipment for operability.

3. . Control of ignition sources and flamable materials.

4 Control of activities in progress (e.g. maintenance and
surveillance). Verify these activities ar,e being conducted,

in accordance with the licensee's administrative controls i

and that they do not interfere or have the potential to*

interfere with the safe operation of the facility. Verify
that control room operators are aware of activities in
progress.

'
5. Observe a shif t turnover. Ensure that all necessary informa.

tion concerning plant systems status is addressed.

6. Radiation protection controls: ),

(a) Workers are following the licensee's health physics
procedures, e.g. , wearing required personnel dosimetry
properly, using protective clothing, properly frisking
upon exiting a radiation controlled area. Radiation areas
are properly posted.

(b) Examine randomly selected radiation protection instru- !

ments that are in use to verify cperability and adherence
L to calibration frequency. Instruments should include por-
L table instruments, area monitors,-. friskers, and counting

equipment.

NOTE: Questions concerning judgment of the adequacy of the
above should be discussed with the health physics in.
spection staff.

71707 -5- Issue Date: 08/01/90
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1

/ 'h veserity program plans are being implemented as evidenced by: .

'- (a) All persons within the protected area (FA) cisplay proper *

photo identification badges; those requiring escort are
F properly escorted. '

(b) Vital area (VA) portals are kept locked and alarmed.<
,

(c) personnel and packages entering the protected area at the

primary access portal are searched by(2)).
hand or by appropri.

j atesearchequipment[10CFR73.55(d)

[ 8. Control of plant housekeeping conditions / cleanliness,
i

9. Plant areas for missile hazards caused by improper or unauthor-
ired handling or storage of portable gas cylinders that could
cause unacceptable damage to equipment with safety signifi-.

1 Cance.

10. Instrumentation and alarms in the control room. Verify that
the frequency of monitoring of key core parameters by operators
is sufficient to ensure proper core cooling while in a,

L shutdown cooling mode.

; 02.03 . Biweekly inspection items (to be done once every 2 weeks).
,

s. Select one safety >related tagout in effect and independently ensure
that it- was properly- prepared and conducted by verifying proper
selection and placement of tags on breakers, switches, and valves.
Additionally, verify that tagged components are in the required

j positions, especially keeping in mind the possibility that an activ. .

ity was performed on -the wrong train or wrong unit. Selection.

should concentrate on - those items from which the licensee might
inadvertently remove redundant compor,ents from service by such

t actions as placing a control switch in the lockout position and
then closing the suction valve on the redundant pump..

b. Observe implementation of the licensee's sampling program (e.g.,
coolant , samples,- boric acid tank samples, and plant liquid and4

gaseouseffluents).

c. Review the " problem-identification system" (trouble reports, noncon-
formance reports, etc.) to ' verify tict the licensee's system is
functioning. The inspector should~ be aware of deficienc'.es (from-
otherinspectionactivities)andshouldbeabletoconfirmthatthey
are tracked via the licensee's problem-identification system.

<
'

d. Verify that a selected portion of the containment isolation lineup
is correct. The sample should be rotated so that all accessible,

containment penetrations are inspected over a 1 year period,

e e. The- inspectors should contact the licensee to keep informed of any
third party reviews, inspections and- results addressing safety
significant issues.
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j .
: 02.04 Bimonthly Inspection Item (to be done once every 2 months).
!

'

a. Verify that the licensee's use of overtime is consistent with regu.
latory requirements.'

,

a

j b. Periodically examine the status, scope and findings of scheduled 01./

|,
QC audits /surveillances of control room activities required under
the licensee's quality assurance program.

Select a representative example of the findings ano determine, pre-
!, ferably by direct inspection of the results of corrective actions,
; whether the objective of the QA activities was achieved.

c. Determine if all required notices to workers are appropriately and
i conspicuously posted in accordance with 10 CFR 19.11.

02.05 SALP Cycle inspection item. Once each SALP cycle, the Resident
Inspectors are required to inspect the licensee's files, pertaining to NRC,

licensed reactor operators, to evaluate requirements concerning the medical<

condition of NRC licensed operators. Consequently, the inspector is to
select the records of 3 or 4 operators for examination each SALP cycle.'

71707-03 INSPECTION GUIDANCE

03.01 General Guidance.

a. The guidance given in this section does not reference regulations,,

stancards, or regulatory guides because this inspection procedure
is -somewhat general in nature and it focuses primarily on the
f a cility's TS and approved procedures. References to specific
regulations, guides, and so forth may be found in the corresponding
specific inspection procedures.

The inspectors should be aware of the hazards associated with entry
into various areas..of the facility and take appropriate precautions,
including adhering to the licensee's rules for entry and work in
these areas. Climbing, opening of energized panels, and engaging.

in other hazardous activities should not be done alone. The
inspector should conduct this type -of activity in -the company of
another inspector or a licensee's representative, if - appropriate.
Inspectors touring in a -large facility, particularly on backshifts,
are subject to occupational hazards, the effects of which would be
exacerbated if an injury occurred in .a remote, seldom visited area.
For that reason inspectors need to be particu.arly safety conscious

! during the required backshift inspection..and may wish to notify the
control room of their-itinerary or accompany an- operator on the

L . operator's rounds. The inspector is expected, during the course of
these tours and inspection activities, to enter contaminated areas
and radiation areas, it also will be necessary periodically to,

enter high-radiation areas and areas requiring respiratory pro-
tection. In many cases, only a small portion of a room may be in a
high-radiation area. The inspectors should make efforts to mini-
mire personnel exposure and balance such exposure among inspectors
assigned to the site. If elevated radiation doses would be received

| in verifying the operability of a component or inspection in an

i
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area, the interval between verifications should be increased. '

00 wever, the inspectors should enter high radiation areas only for .
irspection talks with urgent safety significance and then in keeping ;
wi?h the guidelinet of the licensee's eApesure minimitation program ;
(ALARA). Inspechen tasks such as routine valve lineup verifica- |

,

tions, housekeeping, int.pections and fire protection observations
car normally wait until the plants operational condition is such ,

a

thtt entry can be made without unwarranted exposure, and without
degrading the effectiveness of the inspection program.

Some inspection activities require the inspector to independently
verify ydve positions. This means the inspector observes the
positioning of the valve stem, position markings, etc. Valve
position verification is to be accomplished visually or by flow
indication. If the inspector requires more than visual verifica-
tion, ne/she should request the assistance of an operator.
Inspectors and licensee personnel alike sometimes have difficulty

-in ascertaining valve position using visual inspection alone, and
the common practice of attempting to close the valve to verify
position coes not always detect the open position of the seldom
operated Wlve frozen open on its backseat. Valve stem indication
is ne't . always operational or available. For the purpose of en-
couraging b eensee corrective actions, the inspector should identify
to the licensee those valves for which position verification is
difficult.

Some insper. tion activities require access to the interior of- elec-
trical panels and breaker cabinets, in those cases the inspector
will have the doors opened and closed by licensee personnel. The
inspector should avoid physical contact with this equipment.

This irspection procedure also applies during refueling outages and
long term shutdowns, inspectors should adjust their inspection
activities consistent with the purpose of the outage. During
outages, increased inspection emphasis should be directed toward

,

security measures, radiological control practices, le during power
f acility house.

Leeping/ cleanliness, and areas that are inaccessib
operations. For long term shutdowns that extend for several months,
it may be appropriate to develop a plant-specific inspection
routine that focuses on special activities in progress that could
imptet safety system performance or reliability and that supplements
er replaces items listed in this procedure. This inspection pro-
cedure should be modified when inspecting high temperature gas-
cooled reactors (HTGR) because of their unique design. Since many
engineered safeguards features at an HTGR are incorporated by
design, are_normally already operating, or cannot be checked because
of their physical location, the inspector. should use this procedure
and the plant asobuilt drawings, (p&lDs electrical schematic draw-
ings, _ etc. and the FSAR as a guide to conduct the inspection).

b. pRA Guidance

in selecting plant hardware samples for completing the objectives
of 'this Ip, if PRA informatica is available in useful form (e.g., a
Risk-Based -inspection Guide as _ described in Appendix 0 to NRC
Inspection Manual Chapter 2515), the inspector should consider the

issue Cate: 08/01/90 -8- 71707
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management effectiveness. Oae method consists of management's '

direct observations of activities in the plant to 81100 tttm to ,

appraise the effectiveness with which their cirectives are being '

accomplished. NPa inspection of this interface is appropriately
,

part of the inspection process.

'n particular, it is in those instances where certain licensee ac-
tivies are experiencing significant problems that the management
presence in the plant is given significant weight as one of the-
f actors considered in evaluating whether management's directives for
safe operation end needed corrective actions are being effectively
implemented. Typically, the situation will be one in which, in re-
sponse to past difficulties, the licensee has formulated a program
of significant corrective actions to ensure safe operations. In
such cases, additional NRC, including resident inspector, attention
to the effectiveness of management's interaction with p1 Ant person-
nei may be useful in evaluating the licensee's progress. The man-
agement presence in the plant is to be used as one indication of

-whether licensee management is adequately monitoring its own initi-
atives.

The use of the plant security computer printout to determine the
frequency and duration of management visits inside the protected and
vital 6reas of the plant is of limited value as an indicator of man-
agement effectiveness. Thus, there should be on attempt by the in-
spector to simply equate the statistics of these visits with licens-
ee management- effectiveness as a substitute for the inspector's
direct observation of management's activities during these visits,

e. Inspection Requirement 02.0lb. The inspector should identify
the major operating logs (control room, shif t supervisor, operating
orders, etc.) and review these caily (or as frequently as polsible).
The review should cover the period back to the last time the log was
reviewed. For events or malfunctions reported in the logs, the
inspector should review the event, using IP 93702 as a guide, to
ensure that proper corrective action was taken by the licensee.
Other operating logs and records (Radwaste Panel, Chemistry Lab Log.
Diesel Generator Test Log, H.P. Log, etc.) should be identified and
reviewed on a sampling basis during the reporting interval 50 that
all logs and records recein some review. The size of the sample
and attention' given these logs is lef t to the inspector's judgment
and knowledge of specific problems within the facility.

The inspectors should-- use information gained =from their log and
document review to asses, through direct interview of on shift oper-
ators, the operating staff's current knowledge of plant conditions,
awareness of off-normal conditions and trends, LCOs in effect, work
and tests in progress and the effectiveness of shift turnover.
Also, the log and document review should be used to look for indica-
tions that the facility does not meet the minimum TS requirements
for equipment and instrumentation availability.

The inspectors should verify that for work observed in progress ap-
propriate procedural controls, including work authorizations, tag
outs, and equipment lineup verifications are in place.

Issue Date: 08/01/90 - 10 - 71707
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l associate risk significance when selecting the inspection sample of.
,

1 components and systems. However, the sample actually selected is
i. based upon an assessment of all the selection criteria. When the
! inspector includes a highly risk significant item in the sample, the'

inspector may wish to observe during the examination whether or not
the licensee's maintenance and surveillance programs were changed in,

'

a way and with an appropriate frequency that is commensurate with
the risk importance of the item to plant safety.

03.02 Specific Guidance
1

a. Inspection Reovirement 02.01a._1. The inspector should refer to IE
Information Notice No. 85-63: " Performance of NRC-Licensed Indivi-
duals while on Duty" fer additional excellent guidance and back-
ground,

b. Inspection Requirement 02.01a.3. The inspector shall develop unit-
specific checklists f or the various operating modes to be used in
verifying the licensee's adherence to an LCO. These should be items
which are observable at the control room panels or in the control
room. Specific emphasis should be given to ESF and electrical
alignments. The following types of items should be considered in
developing the checklists:

1. switch and valve positions required to satisfy the LCO

2. alarms or absence of ularmsi

|

3. meter indications and recorder valuet that are itnportant to
safety, for example, containment temperature and pressure

4 status lights and power-availabic lights

5. front panel b (mode switches, knife switches, test
j switches, etc.)ypasses

6. computer printouts

| 7. comparisons of redundant readings
L

NOTE: Efficiencies that can be developed in the checklist are to be
encouraged. How often each checklist is used can be priori-
-tized using pRA considerations. Checklist use is not manda-
tory after sufficient familiarit has been gained to allow
the checks to be made from memory.y!

| c. Inspection Requirement 02.01a.5. The inspector should elicit the
! |

licensee's attention to annunciators lighted over an extended period
of time, with emphasis on encouraging licensee corrective action
toward the goal of a " dark board".

I

f d. Inspection Requirement 02.01.a.9. The purpose of this inspection
! requirament is to assess, in part, the effectiveness of the licens-

ee management's direct influence over plant activities. NRC regu-
| lations and licensee commitments require licensees to perform

assessments of their management effectiveness in the achievement ofi

safe plant operations. Licensees have many methods to assess their

71707 -9- Issue Date: 08/01/90
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The intent of the revieu of %e logs and records is to:*

'
' ). Obtain information to enable the inspector to remain cognizant

of facility problems and operations.,

2. Detect changes and trends in performance.

3. Detect possible conflicts with TS or inadequate safety prac-
tices, including indications that prerequisites from TS and
administrative procedures have not been satisfied before start-
up, shutdown, or mode change.

4. Identify problem areas for future followup.

5. Determine that records are being maintained and reviewed as
required by the facility's administrative procedures.

6. Assess the effectiveness of the communications provided by the
logs and determine that management is knowledgeable of problems
identified in these logs.

7. Ensure proper constants have been entered into computer pro-
grams such as the Core Protection Calculator (CFC) or process
computer when starting up after a refueling outage.

B. Selectively verify that required tests, surveillances and sur-
veys have been performed on schedule, including equipment oper-
ability surveillances, radiation protection surveys, identified
and unidentified leak rate calculations, and special samples or
tests required as compensatory measures for equipment out of
service.

9. Verify that the NRC Operations Center has been notified of any
reportable events, as appropriate.

10. The inspector should remain cognizant of maintenance work plan-
ned, uncerway or completed; and should integrate this informa-
tion into inspection activities to verify proper system removal
and restoration, compliance with tagging and isolation require-
ments, effectiveness of QA/0C and radiation protection prac-
tices, compliance with TS for equipment out of service, and
effectiveness of the maintenance organization,

in addition to the above, the inspector should question operators
regarding tagout actions required by tags hung on the control
panels, as well as what action is being taken to remove old tags,

f. Inspection Requirement 02.02a. The operability verification of ESF
trains shoulo include:
* emergency core cooling systems
' emergency boration
' containment spray
* shutdown cooling
* diesel generators
' vital support systems

71707 - 11 - Issue Date: 08/01/90
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|

l The teekly verification is intended to be a check of the majo? floa .

j paths and components to provide an overview of operability and not o
,

verification of every valve and breaker. The train selected should*
be varied on a rotating basis so that all trains are periodically
verified, if there has been significant activity in or near a

'

train, such as repairs to the equipment or for a recurring problem
affecting operation, it should receive priority even if it has been

i recently verified. The evaluation also should include other sys. '

I tems, subsystems, or components that may have an impact on facility
.

safety. This additional effort may be based on probabilistic risk
: assessment, incidents that occurred at a similar f acility, re-

curring events, or items that result from NRC-sponsored reviews,,

evaluations, and such. Examples are as follows:

1. spray addition system for PWRs (as part of containment spray)-

:

2. component cooling water and service water system (as part of
shutdown cooling)

-

3. combustible gas control s (power to recombiners and
operability of'H monitors)ystem

2

4. emergency lighting

5. safety-related portions of the compressed air system

6. heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) - control
room and in other areas

'

7. emergency gas treatment systemt

8. Class 1E direct current systems, including batteries, inter-
connections and cabling.

9. Iow temperature, overpressure protection

10. boron dilution and controls

11. steam binding of-auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps.

The inspector shall prepare a checklist for valve and circuit
breaker lineups and equipment checks. The licensee's checklists may-
be used if they are adequate to accomplish the task, provided the
inspector has verified their adequacy and accuracy. The position of
locked and sealed valves should- be verified (if they are acces-
sible). The verification of instrumentation _is not intended to
duplicate the daily control board checks where a LCO exists for the
instrumentation, but to check essential instruments that are not
specifically identified as having a LCO. A check of plant, moni-
toring of auxiliary'feedwater pump steam binding can be accomplished
by touching the pipe or reading instrumentation to verify .that the

i AFW pump discharge piping is near ambient temperature. During
outages of short _ duration, attention should be given to inspection
of components that--are inaccessible during power operations. For-
exampic, the valves in a number of systems located in the contain-
ment might be checked during short duration outages.
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g. Inspection Requirement 02.02b. Facility tours need not be completed,
'

| at one time, but can be a series of shorter tours of various areas
of the f acility conducted on a systematic basis so that important'

'

areas are covered weekly. Areas where no activities are taking
place need not be toured wee k ly , but should be visited at least
monthly at the discretion of the senior resident inspector ($RI).
During extended shutdowns, f acility tours should focus on ongoing
maintenance activities, HP practices, and vital area access control
(because of the large number of temporary workers on site).

Inspectors should be attentive to possible conflicts between safe-
guard measures and operational emergency requirements. For example,
might access control interfere with essential (though perhaps
unforeseeable) emergency actions? Might emergency actions com-
promise necessary access controls? Problems of this sort should be
brought to regional management attention,

h. Inspection Requirement 02.02b.4 The intent here is for the inspec-
tor to perform a brief observation limited to a verification that
maintenance and surveillance activities observed during tours are
being performee in accordance with appropriat6. work packages which
are properly authorized, and that control room personnel are appro-
priately aware of these engoing activities, including their opera-
tional significance,

i. Inspection Requirement 02.02b.6. During their normal plant tours,
resident inspectors have the opportunity to make routine observa-
tions of various plant activities in progress in the area of
radiation protection. The following are items that the inspectors
should, on a sampling basis, note during tours:

1. Whether the Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) contain information
required by the licensee's procedures relating to the perform-
ance of work in a safe manner and under appropriately control
led conditiers. Consider the following elements:
' jcb description
' radiation levels
* concentrations of airborne radioactivity - actual or anti-

cipated
* contamination levels
* respiratory protective equipment
* protective clothing and equipment
* dosimetry
' special tools and equipment
* special instructions
* expiration
* health physics coverage
* signatures

2. Whether RWPs show current levels of general area radiation and
hot spots, fixed and loose contamination, and concentrations of
airborne radioactive materials.

3. Whether RWPs are prominently posted or otherwise readily avail-
able for employees' review and observation.

71707 - 13 - Issue Date: 08/01/90
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i

;
.

,

4 Whether personnel within a radiation controlled area are
j wearing personnel monitoring equipment (TLD or film badge and *

-

) direct reading dosimeter) and if it is properly located on the
body. *

| 5. Whether individuals leaving a radiation controlled area follow ,

the licensee's procedures for recording dosimeter readings.;

6. Whether the requirements for control of access to high radia.=

tion areas, normally contained in Technical Specifications
Section 6.12, are being observed at the entrance to a high
radiation area, and determine whether it is properly barricaded
or locked, posted as a hi
Technical Specifications,gh radiation area and, if required byposted as requiring an RWP for entry.

7. Wnether radiation levels at several locations within a radia-,

tion controlled area are properly posted. The inspector shoulda

1- use a calibrated beta-ganna portable survey meter (NRCor
licensee) to measure the field strength independently,

i 8. Whether individuals exiting a radiation controlled area follow
proper frisking methods.

9. When high sensitivity personal contamination monitors, portal
monitors, or hand and foot counters are required to be used,
verify that individuals exiting a radiation controlled area use
the equipment as required.

J

., 10. Whether the posting of radiation areas,. contaminated areas,
1 " hot spots * and labeling of containers holding radioactive

material, are properly posted and labeled in compliance with
NRC regulations and the licensee's procedures.

11. Flooding and long-term contamination of part of the radwaste
building at a licensed facility raised the possibility that
similar conditions may arise in the future at other nuclear
power facilities, l.icensee actions to control and recover
areas that become unusable as a result of an operational occur-

* rence should be followed by the inspector. If they occur, the
; inspector must review and discuss these types of situations,

and the licensee's proposed corrective actions, -with both li-
censee and regional office management.- (See SECY-89-326 dated i
10/20/89 located at DCS Microfiche Address 70038-056.)

Inspection Requirement 02.02b.7. During their normal plant tours,-' j . .
resident inspectors have the opportunity to make routine observa-
tions of various plant activities in progress in the area of
security. The following are items that the inspectors should, on
a sampling basis nete during tours:

.

1. Whether search -equipment such as X-ray machines, metal detec-
_.

tors, and n plosives' detectors are operational. ,

2.. Whethertheprotectedarea(PA) barrier is well maintained and
is not' compromised by erosion, openings in the. fence fabric or
wa i'a s , or proximate to vehicles, crates, or other objects
that could be used to scale the barrier.

'
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3. dhether the vital area (VA) barriers are well maintaired and.

.
not compromiseo by obvious breaches or weaknesses.

4 Whether access control procedures during shift change include'
verification that personnel entering and packages being deliv-
ered to the pA are properly searched, and that access control
is performed in accordance with licensee procedures.

$. When search equipment or alarm systems are inoperable, or when
there is a breach in the pA or VA barrier, whether the licensee
implements appropriate compensatory measures to maintain the
necessary level of security as specified in the site securityplan for area control.

k. Inspection Recuirement 02.02b.9. Plant procedures should require
that portable gas cylinders not be allowed in areas containing
safety-related equipment unless:

1. analysis indicates that portable gas cylinder missiles would
not damage safety equipment to the extent that safety func.
tions were compromised

2. procedures are developed to protect the cylinders and prevent
them from becoming missiles

for portable gas cylinders stored in the plant, the inspector should
ensure that at least one of the above conditions is met.

1. inspection Requirement 02.02b.10. AEOD Case Study Report, AE00/
G03, points out that failures in instrumentation or components used
to monitor reactor coolant system (RCS)/ reactor vessel level in
modes 4, $, and 6 along with the relatively infrequent monitoring
of this level by operators, has led to the loss of decay heat re-
moval capability at some pWRs. The report states that lack of
requirements in TS for RCS level measurement and monitoring during
shutdown and draindown is a significant generic safety deficiency.

The inspector should consider the following in assessing the ade.
quacy of instrumentation and operating practices in this area

1. The operating level of the RCS/ reactor vessel. Since this level
defines the amount of water above the top of the core, this re-
lates directly to the time available to recognize and mitigate
the loss of decay heat removal capability before the onset of
core boiling.

2. The availability of indications and alarms for RCS/ reactor
vessel level, core cooling flow, and RCS/ reactor vessel water .
temperature. This has a bearing on whether or not frequent
monitoring of available indications, either inside or outside
the control room, is necessary t : alert operators of an imi-
nent or an actual loss of deca) neat removal capability.

3. The f equency of monitoring o' these key parameters by the
operators based on a lack of some or all of the indications and
alarms considered in 2. above.
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If the inspector finds that instrumentation and/or operating prac- *

tices in this area are inaceQuate, he/she should raise this concern
to the licensee and request that the licensee evaluate the concern
and identify what action is warrat.ed. Where corrective action has
been requested for this weakness, the report transmittal letter
should request a response from the licensee.

m. Inspection Requirement 02.03b. The general intent is for each
significant aspect of each~ sampling program to be inspected every.

year. Of particular importance is whether samples taken are -iore-
sentative of the attribute being sampled, whether the assoc ated
acceptance criteria for accumulating the sample are being met, and
whether the test results are being properly evaluated and trended,
if appropriate. From week to week, vary observation among various
groups (operations, radiation protection, maintenance, etc.).

n. Inspection Requirement 02.03d. Inspections should include, as ap-
propriate:

1. Verification that. m6nual valves are shut, capped, and locked.

2. Verification that motor and air operated valves are not me-
chanically blocked and power is available; unless blocking
or power removal is required.

3. Inspection of piping between containment and isolatien valves
for leakage or leakage paths, including closure of test, vent
and drain valves. Conditions of electrical penetrations also
should be periodically observed,

o. Inspection Requirement 02.03e. The intent is to ensure, on a con-
tinuing

basis, (contractor, INPO, etc.)
that the NRC is cognizant of licensees third

effortsparty initiated to address and
resolve significant safety issues identified by the licensee or the
NRC. The Resident inspector should keep Regional Management in-
formed of such licensee initiatives. The inspector should be sensi- R
tive to the fact that NRC efforts to improve the staff's awareness R
of these audits could stifle or prevent critical self-evaluations of R
this type. However, licensees are still responsible for all appli- R
cable reporting requirements should an internal investigation dis- R
cover a reportable condition or event. The resident inspector is R
specifically tasked to read all INPO evaluation reports when issued. R

Regarding use of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) R
evalu.tions, a memorandum for Regional Administrators from R
J. Taylor, Director of Inspection and Enforcement, dated February R
14, 19f:, and the October 20, 1988 revised Memorandum of Agreement R
(MOA) wita !HP0 forwarded by the EDO to Regional Administrators, R
et, al., indicated the following: R

The Coordulation Plan for NRC/INPO Appraisal and Evaluation Activi- R
ties states, "lNPO expects its member utilities to make operating R
plant evaluation reports available to the NRC for review and R
reading." It is intended that the resident inspector perform, and R
if needed, coordinate other NRC inspector on site review of INPO R
evaluatinn reports. The previously referenced Coordination Plan R
also states, "Since INP0 has its own system for obtaining member R
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cot *et ive act19n, NRC's role in pursuing corrective acti9n of INP0 R.

evalution findb r. aill primarily involve only those potentially R
sightficant ufet- problems for which NRC has no other reasonable R*

alter ative in mteting its legislative responsibilities." This R
' 5titement neans that NRC will not systematically follow up on the R

timelinets and adequacy of licensee actions taken in response to R
stecific INP0 findings. However, if NRC review of documents does R
present the reviewer with specific information that could substan. R
tCali) affect nuclear safety in the short term, then these matters R
shou., be pursutd by the resident inspector. Given the general R
nature of most INPO findings and INP0's review and acceptance of r.
ccrrective actions as described in evaluation reports i R

sat NRC will rarely need to conduct specific followt is eger.ted up activi- R
ties. However, if NRC review of the INPO documentation raises such R
is.cdiate questions, the resident inspector or regional supervisor, R
with agreement of the regionel administrator, should request the R
licensee to describe what follow up has been performed. All R
specific follow-up actions and the results of any licensee informa- R
tion requests should be documented in a memorandum to the R
Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional R
Operations and Research, E00. R

In general the rteident inspector should document in internal NRC R
correspondence (memorandum or note to section chief) that a revit, R
of the INPO report was completed. This internal documentation R
should be prepared to meet the intent of the specific provisions of R
the E005 M0A which in part states..."NRC will control distribution R
or. INFO proprietary documents and information within the agency and R
will exert best efforts to protect it from unauthorized disclosure." R
On that bases, the internal NRC correspondence should note only that R
a review of the INPO evaluation report was completed and indicote R
whether it was consistent with, or substantially deviated from the R
most recent NRC perception of the licensee's performance. This R
documentatioh should not include a recounting or listing of INPO R
findings, but be limited only to that necessary to describe the R
area of significant differences between NRC and INFO perceptions. R

This should be a qualitative comparison of NRC inspection findings R
and INP0 evaluation findings, and no inquires of the INPO final R
rating should be made of the licensee. The specifics of any signif- R
icant differences between NRC and INP0 peruptions should be dis- R
cussed with regional management prior to documentation. R

Third party or special internal reviews are also discussed in in. R
spection procedure 40500 exclusive of INPO reports. The inspec- R
tors are referred to the resident inspector for that information. R

p. Inspection Reouirement 02.04a. Maximum overtimt limits are spec-
ified in NUREG-0737, Item I. A.1.3, as modified by Generic Letter
82-12 dated June 15, 1982; facility TS; and in some cases, license
conditions. Deviation from thcse limits must be documented and
authorized by the plant manager, the manager's deputy, or high

i levels of management,
l
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4 l_nspection Reevirement 02.04b. FeriodtLily, the inspector should +

observe scheduled QA/QC surveillance asks which monitor the-

. performance of. control room activities to essess their ef fective - '

l ness. The inspection focus should include er.assehsment of whether
| or not the licensee personnel involved are properly qualified for *

i their QA/QC surveillance activities,
i

r. Inspection Requirement 02.04cj

; 1. The licensee is required to conspicuously post copies of 10 CFR
j 19.11 notices to workers in sufficient quantities and locations

to permit workers engaged in licensed activities to observe'

q them on the way to or from any activity location to which the
i document is applicable.
|

!.
2. Any notices of violation involving radiological working condi-

tions, prcpcsed impositions of civil penalties, er NRC orders
! shall be posted by the licensee within two working days of its
! receipt from the NRC. Licensee responses shall be posted with-
'

in two working days of their dispatch. These documents shall
remain posted at least five days or until corrective action for
the violation is complete, whichever is later.

i s. Inspection Recuirement 02.05. The revision to 10 CFR Part 55, which
i became effective on May -25, 1987, requires that applicants for an
j operators _ license be certified as medically fit by an authorized
; representative of the facility licensee at which -the applicant's
i services are to be used.

Subpart C " Medical Requirements". NRC Form 395(8 87), "Certifi-
cation of Medical Examination by Facility Licensee " requires that

i the physician who performs the medical examination follow the guide-
'

lines of ANSI /ANS 3.4 1983 for power reactors or ANSI /ANS 15.4 1977
(N380) for non power reactors. Documentation of these medical exam-
inations i; to be maintained and made available for review by NRC.

The focus of the inspection is to ensure that the licensee is
exercising due care in the execution of its responsibilities in this
in this area. Specifically. the inspector should compare the
sampled medical records against the licensee's certificatien as

' cocumented for the NRC on a copy of the corresponding NRC form 396
(B-B7) - which is describec in the previous paragraph,

in particular, Form 396(8 87) contains four check boxes associated
with the categories: -"No Restrictions", " Corrective Lenses Be Worn
When Performing Licensed Duties", " Hearing Aid Be Worn When Perform-
ing Licensed Duties * and. " Restricted License Or Exception." The
inspector should compare against the medical records to verify that
the appropriate box has been marked. Also, on an audit basis, the ,

| inspector should. examine the medical records to determine if the
scope of-the medical examination satisfies the appropriate standard
as described above. Copies of the appropriate standard may be
obtained fecm the licensee's collection. -

The license for each licensed operator bears a unique docket num-
ber. In selecting the thra or four dockets for inspection each
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SALP period, the inspector should be guideG by observations made of.,

the conduct of operations performed by the licensed operators,*

particularly in the control room. The inspector should be observant
'

of obvious factors associated with operator cor4uct, including such
indications as operator problems with sight, hearir.g, breathing,
etc. However, unless there is sufficient reason to ao so, the next
sample selected should not include prior samples until every docket
has been inspected.

Whereas the above guidance is within the expertise of the Resident
inspectors, should the inspection generate questions beyond the

i normal scope, and the inspector perceives that they should be re-
solved, the inspector should contact the Operator Licensing Branch
of the Division of Licensee Performance and Quality Evaluation for
additional guidance.

7170?-04 INSPECTION RESOURCES

On the average, about 48 hours of direct inspection are required per month
for the execution of this procedure.
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